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Quarterly Report of the Receiver 
August 31, 2011 

 
Civil Case No. 02-00022 

United States of America v Government of Guam 
 

Solid Waste Management Division  
 

Pursuant to the Order of the District Court of Guam (Court), dated March 17, 2008, appointing 
Gershman, Brickner & Bratton, Inc. (GBB) as Receiver for the Solid Waste Management Division (SWMD) 
of the Department of Public Works (DPW) of the Government of Guam, we are pleased to submit to the 
Court this Quarterly Report (“Report”). The purpose of this Report is to describe to the Court the 
progress made toward compliance with the Consent Decree for the quarter April 1, 2011, to June 30, 
2011, and to outline the Receiver’s recommendations for achieving compliance with the Consent 
Decree. As an integral part of this Report, the Receiver is also submitting the attached presentation 
entitled “Quarterly Report for Receivership for the Government of Guam, Department of Public Works, 
Solid Waste Management Division” (see Tab 2). 

 
Introduction 
 
This Report and Status Hearing coincide with a major milestone for the people of Guam – the 
permanent closure of the Ordot Dump to delivery of waste. While much work remains to mitigate the 
pollution caused by the Ordot Dump and design and construct the necessary elements to ensure that 
the Ordot Dump is not a source of future pollution, with the opening of the Layon Landfill, the work to 
achieve the ultimate goal of the Consent Decree can now begin.    

As of the date of this Report, construction of the Layon Landfill is now substantially complete and the 
landfill is scheduled to open on September 1, 2011. The Receiver’s projects have moved from 
construction into preparations for occupancy and landfill operations. During the quarter, major project 
milestones were met with the completion of all significant phases of the access road (recently named 
Chalan Layon), building mechanical systems, landfill cell systems, and fencing and security. All water and 
sewer systems are now operational. In addition, the Inarajan Wastewater Treatment Plant now has 
operational functionality, flow monitoring and control, and improved treatment capacity for all its users, 
which it has not had for many years. During the quarter and the month of July, the Ordot Dump closure 
activities accelerated, from contract signing to field work and data collection activities.   

The SWMD’s operations continued to improve, with increases in productivity and efficiency.  During the 
reporting period, 99.7 percent of trash collections were made on time. The Receiver has also fully 
implemented the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program for 1,000 SWMD customers and has been collecting 
and evaluating data in order to assess the feasibility of expanding the program to all residential 
customers. In addition, we have procured the equipment needed for the curbside collection of metallic 
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and bulky waste items, and trained staff in operating the new equipment. Collection service for metallic 
and bulky waste items is scheduled to begin in September 2011. 

In the financial area, operating expenses for the first half of FY2011 were nearly 46 percent under 
budget, and we have significantly reduced the number of residential customers whose accounts are 
delinquent. Our effort to implement the new rate structure for commercial customers to achieve a 
better payment result has been a major emphasis of our work during this reporting period. Since the last 
Status Hearing, we have worked to implement the policies approved by the Court to increase rates for 
commercial haulers while also providing off-setting discounts under certain circumstances. We have 
closely monitored the cash flow of the SWMD and funded the obligations of the division for both debt 
service and operating cost. The SWMD also completed the Court-ordered cleanup of tires that had 
accumulated on the DPW compound, a task that was completed at a lower cost than estimated by the 
DPW. Finally, we have continued to work with the Military to advance an agreement for their 
participation as a customer of Guam’s solid waste management system.   

In this Report, we present the following updates for April 1, 2011 to June 30, 2011, with more recent 
information as available and appropriate: 

1. Layon Landfill  
2. Ordot Dump 
3. Operations of the Solid Waste Management Division  
4. Curbside Recycling Pilot Program 
5. Metallic and Bulky Waste Collection Program 
6. Household Hazardous Waste Program 
7. Contract management and procurement 
8. Financial issues and capital funding 
9. The Guam Solid Waste Authority Act 
10. Next steps 

 

1.   Layon Landfill (April 2011 – June 2011) 

Construction and Occupancy 
During the past four months, through the second quarter of 2011 and into the third, the Receiver met 
major project milestones with the completion of all significant phases of the access road (Chalan Layon) 
and the Layon Landfill construction work. The projects have moved from construction into occupancy 
and initial preparatory work for landfill operations. During this four-month period, the access road and 
the Layon Landfill were substantially completed. All electrical, water and sewer systems are now 
operational, and building and structure mechanical systems, landfill cell systems, and fencing and 
security are completed. All final Quality Assurance and Quality Control inspection and testing were also 
completed, resulting in the issuance of occupancy permits for all structures on both projects.  In 
conjunction with the issuance of occupancy permits, both the Guam Power Authority (GPA) and the 
Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) assumed operational control of the electrical distribution systems 
and water/sewer systems, respectively.    
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Additional accomplishments in this period include the Phase I improvements at the Inarajan Wastewater 
Treatment Plant, which comprise the installation of four new aeration systems, multiple valve 
replacements, incoming flow meter installation, and cleaning of sludge from the aeration basins that has 
not occurred in more than 10 years. The Inarajan plant now has operational functionality, flow 
monitoring and control, and improved treatment capability for all its users that it has not had in many 
years. 

Access Road (Chalan Layon) 
During the four-month period, the contractor, Core Tech International (CTI), reached substantial 
completion on the remaining work on the utilities; provided power and water connection to residences 
along Dandan Road; and completed two pump stations, including testing and turnover to GWA.  

Milestones at the end of July 2011 include the following: 
 

• Completed first layer (course) of pavement along the entire access road 
• Completed Route 4/Dandan Road intersection widening improvements 
• Energized the entire power distribution system along the access road and 

completed turnover to GPA 
• Completed all residential electrical power transfers to new underground system 
• Completed the entire sewer line system, including testing and operational 

turnover to GWA  
• Completed all residential driveway access 
• Installed two bus shelters 
• Completed telephone and cable installations 
• Received occupancy permit for access road facilities on July 5, 2011 

The placement of final pavement on the entire access road remains the major remaining work effort to 
be completed. The paving work has been delayed pending a decision from DPW and the Federal 
Highway Administration on the quality of the asphaltic paving material to be provided by Hawaiian Rock 
Products, the paving subcontractor on the access road. This is not an issue specific to this project.  It has 
been pending for several months and affects all paving projects on Guam. Fortunately, it does not affect 
the opening of the Layon Landfill. We understand that new testing has been performed on the material 
but it has not yet met DPW’s acceptance. 

The remaining CTI work consists of erosion/sediment control, vegetation establishment and asphalt 
curbing repair, as well as any residual project site cleanup that is necessary.   

The archaeological mitigation plan was approved by the Guam Historic Preservation Office (HPO), and 
our archaeological firm continues to consult with the HPO regarding its implementation and timing. 

Landfill Entrance Facilities and Cells 1 and 2 
During the past four months, the contractor, Black Construction Corporation (BCC), completed all 
significant construction of the entrance area and cells that was necessary for a facility occupancy permit, 
which was issued on July 5, 2011. 
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Final construction of the entrance facilities occurred in this period, with BCC completing all of the 
original contracted work in addition to several change orders to improve the perimeter security fencing. 
BCC also added lightning protection to tanks, backflow prevention and monitoring, well maintenance 
and repair, and stormwater improvements. BCC also conducted all the necessary facility system checks 
required of the appropriate agencies to secure the occupancy permit. The last stage of work in which 
BCC is now engaged consists of the installation of (1) a second scale, to be relocated from the Ordot 
Dump, and (2) the 12,000-gallon diesel fuel tank and associated pumping system. This work was not in 
BCC’s original contract and was subsequently added as a change order that gives BCC additional time to 
complete this work. Herzog Environmental, the landfill operator, has made alternative arrangements to 
secure fuel until this work is complete.   

BCC finished the remaining raincap installation in Cells 1 and 2, completing full installation in accordance 
with its contractual deadlines. The raincap, while not part of the liner system, provides a barrier to 
prevent storm water from becoming leachate, and is progressively removed as the cells are filled. In 
addition to the raincap, leachate collection and removal system pumps and controls were fully installed 
and tested. Multiple inspections by the Guam Environmental Protection Agency (GEPA) during this 
period were performed to observe the testing and operation of the leachate collection systems.  

Below is a summary of the final work completed in the last four months: 

• Completed raincap in Cells 1 and 2 
• Installed and tested primary and secondary leachate tank pumps and pump controls 
• Installed and tested pump station no. 2 ( entrance facility pump station) pumps 
• Installed security fencing and gating to enclose entrance area, landfill cells and stockpile area 
• Installed lightning protection on sub-drain and leachate tanks 
• Completed all interior finish (painting, cabinetry, plumbing fixtures, electrical fixtures, door 

fixtures, pneumatic and hydraulic piping, HVAC) of the mechanical, administrative and 
emergency generator/pump house buildings 

• Installed all exterior building lighting fixtures, security cameras and parking lot light fixtures 
• Completed final paving in the entrance area 
• Finalized all stormwater management permanent controls  
• Hydroseeded and stabilized exposed ground to control erosion and sedimentation 

BCC has worked diligently with the construction manager to perform all the necessary equipment and 
facility systems testing required to meet the specifications for the project as well as compile operation 
and maintenance manuals for future operations. BCC personnel attended weekly construction meetings 
to maintain coordination and progress with the schedule. Throughout this period, BCC worked hard to 
meet contract deadlines, producing a well-constructed facility. 

Layon Landfill Leachate Management (Inarajan Wastewater Treatment Plant Improvements) 
As indicated earlier, CTI completed the initial improvements at the Inarajan Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. This work consisted of the installation of influent and effluent flow-monitoring equipment ; the 
replacement of the one remaining old aerator, still in operation in the only functioning aeration basin, 
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with four new high-efficiency aerators for the treatment plant’s four aeration basins (plus one complete 
spare aerator); and replacement of sixteen (16) large control valves with new ones. This work will allow 
for accurate collection of influent and effluent wastewater characteristics and flow monitoring, as well 
as improved performance in the aeration basins and significantly greater operational control and 
flexibility provided to GWA.   

During this period, Brown and Caldwell, the design consultant tasked to perform this work, also 
completed the design work for future improvements to the plant. These designs are to be used for the 
construction of improvements at the plant should certain performance triggers be reached as a result of 
leachate flows to the plant. The objective of the preparation of the construction plans and specifications 
for these future improvements at this time is to reduce the amount of time needed to put these future 
improvements in place should they be needed. The 90 percent design was provided to GWA and Guam 
Environmental Protection Agency/U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (GEPA/EPA) for review and 
comment. At this time, we have received comments from all entities and have responded to the EPA 
and GWA comments. In August, we received comments from GEPA, to which we will respond and 
incorporate into the final design. The next step is to complete the procurement package for the future 
design and make it ready to put out to bid if necessary. 

Construction Management 
The construction management (CM) consultant, Winzler & Kelly (W&K), has successfully concluded the 
vast majority of the CM oversight of both CTI and BCC’s construction activities. The major CM activities 
over the past four months consisted of the following efforts:  

• Daily (through mid-June) and weekly construction inspection and reporting 
• Management of weekly construction meetings and preparation of meeting minutes 
• Request-for-information (RFI) and submittal management and processing 
• Pay request submittal and review processing 
• Project documentation and as-built documentation 
• Coordination with utility companies for system inspections and clearances 
• Coordination with utility companies for operational turnover of electrical, sewer and water 

systems 
• Coordination of GEPA, Guam Fire Department, and DPW inspections for occupancy permit 

issuance 
• Preparation of Project Quality Control/Quality Assurance Report and As-Builts 
• Certification of Construction  

 
Vector Engineering, which provides independent, third-party expertise that is integral to the W&K CM 
team to ensure that the contractor uses the proper liner materials and that those materials are properly 
installed, completed all of its work, culminating in the preparation of the Construction Quality Assurance 
Final Documentation Report (Final CQA Report). This report contains all of the conformance testing, 
daily field reports, material testing results, photo documentation, and as-builts. The Final CQA Report 
was submitted to GEPA on July 18, 2011, in conformance with the landfill permit conditions.   
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The CM team coordinated all final access road utility system checks with the relevant entities for 
operational and asset turnover of the improvements to the appropriate agencies. This required those 
agencies, such as GWA, DPW and GPA, among others, to give priority to scheduling system tests and 
expediting sign off on CM construction inspection documentation when the access road contractor, CTI, 
was ready to turn over the system’s management and maintenance to those entities. The Receiver 
appreciates the attention GWA, DPW and GPA engineering staff and management have given to this 
process and to expediting the work.  
 
The CM team coordinated all inspections by GEPA required of the landfill permit provisions related to 
the landfill cell systems. These inspections focused on the cell liner systems, with particular focus on the 
leachate primary and secondary removal systems. In the presence of GEPA, successful demonstrations 
of the pumps, tank and operational control systems were performed. Where GEPA noted deficiencies, 
corrections and retesting were performed to GEPA’s satisfaction. The testing of the operational control 
systems was performed jointly by the pump manufacturer’s representative and the Manager of Landfill 
Operations (MOLO)-certified Landfill Operations Manager from Herzog Environmental, Inc. 

Additionally, the CM team coordinated all final inspections by GEPA, Guam Fire Department and DPW 
for the Landfill Entrance Facility and access road (Pump Stations Nos. 3 and 4) Occupancy Permits.  
Demonstrations were made of the water, fire protection, HVAC, emergency generators, pump stations, 
and electrical systems, as required, to obtain the occupancy permits. Where deficiencies were identified 
by the agencies, the CM, in coordination with the contractor, made the necessary corrections, and 
systems were retested and inspected for the issuance of occupancy permits. 

W&K continues to effectively implement the remaining tasks under the construction management plan, 
coordinating the final punch list for construction work as well as completing the construction 
documentation record.  

Asset Transfer 
We are currently working with the Attorney General’s Office to formally transfer these assets to the 
proper utilities. The Attorney General has expedited and guided much of this effort to date.  Formal 
asset transfers to GWA, GTA Teleguam and Marianas Cable Vision remain to be completed.  We 
anticipate completing this process in the near future. 

Design Support Services 
The Engineer of Record (EOR), TG Engineers, PC, (TG), which provides design services, continued to 
address construction requests for information, submittal reviews, design clarifications and revisions to 
improve ease of construction, operation and maintenance. TG also has continued to address changed 
conditions encountered at the site. This activity is essentially complete; however, the Receiver will 
continue to involve TG where necessary to address questions or issues during the initial operations 
period for both the access road and the Layon Landfill. 
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Environmental Monitoring and Compliance 
Sound environmental practices and permit conditions require extensive monitoring of the Layon Landfill 
on an ongoing basis.  In this section, we will discuss each area of monitoring and our plans to ensure 
compliance. 

Groundwater and Site Monitoring 
EA Engineering Science and Technology (EA) formally completed all groundwater sampling events called 
for in the Baseline Monitoring Program (BMP). EA completed these events on schedule and prepared a 
monitoring report for each event. Each monitoring report documented the event and presented the 
data gathered. EA provided the final event report (No. 8 – March 2011) in late May 2011. The data 
generated in the BMP are used to generate the Detection Monitoring Plan (DMP).  This DMP will be 
implemented when the Layon Landfill is in operation. The Final DMP was initially submitted to GEPA and 
EPA in early January 2011. We have received subsequent comments on both the DMP and the final 
event report of the BMP, both of which required revisions. Both the DMP and BMP have been 
subsequently revised to take into consideration the comments from GEPA and EPA.  Following a second 
round of comments, the Final DMP, with EPA/GEPA comments incorporated, was provided to the 
agencies in early August 2011. Both agencies indicated that the remaining comments are not 
substantive and that the Final DMP could be put into use when operations commence. The first 
sampling event under the DMP is not anticipated to be performed until October, leaving adequate time 
to prepare for the event.   

Also in this period, BCC completed the corrective actions to repair the wellheads, and presented a report 
to GEPA. Previously GEPA had inspected monitoring wells at the site that existed before the 
Receivership was in place and provided a report noting deficiencies in some of the wellhead covers. 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
During this period, EPA formally accepted the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for landfill 
operations and the Receiver was issued a permit to manage stormwater at the site under the guidance 
and controls of the Nationwide Multi-Sector General Stormwater Permit. The plan incorporates the 
newest requirements from the 2008 Multi-Sector General Permit guidance for stormwater discharges at 
industrial sites. Under this permit, regular testing of stormwater is required and will be incorporated 
under the environmental monitoring performed during landfill operations. The Receiver is contracting 
with a third party to perform this monitoring work. 

Spill Prevention Countermeasures Control Plan 
The Spill Prevention Countermeasures Control (SPCC) Plan is the plan that puts procedures and controls 
in place at the landfill to reduce the chance of a petroleum release at the facility during operations. The 
plan provides countermeasures to deploy should such a release occur. This plan was reviewed, revised 
and approved by the agencies and will be the responsibility of the operator to carry out on a routine 
daily basis. 

Layon Landfill Municipal Solid Waste Facility Permit 
The Solid Waste Facility permit contains conditions to comply with during construction and on into 
operations. Chief among these conditions are information and documents to be provided prior to the 
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commencement of operations. The Receiver has worked diligently with GEPA and EPA to comply with all 
required conditions of the permit. In this four-month period, the Receiver, in conjunction with the 
landfill operator, provided the following, with the last document provided on July 27, 2011: 

1. Detection Monitoring Plan (DMP) 
2. Manager of Landfill Operations Certification from Landfill Operator 
3. Operator Change Request Letter 
4. Emergency Contingency Plan 
5. Fill Sequencing Plan 
6. Radiation Detection Plan 
7. Construction Quality Assurance Documentation and Construction Certification 
8. Alternative Daily Cover Request Letter 
9. Sub-drain Monitoring  and Discharge Plan 

Throughout the period prior to commencement of operations, the Receiver and operator have been 
available to GEPA staff if they have any questions regarding the documents, and we will continue to 
work closely with GEPA on any aspect of the operations as we move forward. 

Inarajan WWTP 
At the present time, both influent and effluent wastewater sampling continues on a twice-weekly basis 
to establish baseline wastewater characteristics before leachate is added to the influent. Marine 
monitoring at six sample locations is also being performed five times a month for coliform enterococci, 
and monthly for all other parameters. Data from marine monitoring will also be used to establish pre-
leachate conditions. 

The first quarterly report of data, from February through May 2011, was delivered to GWA, GEPA and 
EPA on August 10, 2011.  These data are currently under evaluation by the agencies. 

All the design and monitoring work for Layon Landfill leachate management has been performed in 
accordance with the recommendations of the Layon Landfill Leachate Treatment Suitability Study, 
November 2009, and in close coordination with GWA, GEPA and EPA. 

Operational Preparations 
On April 15, 2011, the Receiver entered into an operations contract with Herzog Environmental, Inc. 
(HEI). The contract called for the mobilization of the operator to the site well in advance of the 
anticipated opening of the Layon Landfill. During this startup period, HEI has executed the obligations of 
the contract with diligence, ordering and shipping new landfilling equipment to Guam; obtaining 
contractors’ licenses; establishing a local business address; hiring local personnel; establishing local bank 
accounts; contracting with local subcontractors for services; and becoming intimately familiar with the 
landfill facilities recently completed. The occupancy permits were not issued until July 5, 2011, 
presenting a coordination challenge; however, HEI has been able to work around and adjust to the 
circumstances.  HEI is presently onsite and has received the majority of operational equipment at the 
site including the new compactor, bulldozer and road grader. The HEI Operations Manager, Norman 
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Kivett, has been on Guam since mid-May and has participated in the majority of the GEPA inspections 
for the operational readiness of the site. 

In order to be prepared for the anticipated opening of the landfill following the closure of Ordot Dump, 
there is a need to run through operational checks of landfill systems and equipment. On August 1, 2011, 
the Receiver provided a notice to GEPA of the intent to receive minimal waste at the landfill 
commencing on August 18, 2011. Approximately 140 tons of waste will be disposed during the 14 days 
prior to September 1, 2011. The landfill is fully operational with respect to the landfill cells and 
associated systems. The truck scale is in place and operational, and will record loads in accordance with 
the prescribed operations plan. Receipt of waste allows the operator to place a layer of soft waste in the 
area where waste deliveries will be directed when the landfill becomes fully operational on September 
1, 2011. This step is very important to protect the liner system. 

2.   Ordot Dump (April 2011 – June 2011) 
 
During the last quarter and the month of July, Ordot Dump closure activities have accelerated, from 
contract signing to field work and data collection activities. On May 20, 2011, the consultant team from 
Brown and Caldwell (BC) received the signed contract and immediately commenced work activities.  
Work schedules were adjusted to account for the contract signing dates, work plans for field 
investigations developed, and sub-consultant agreements signed. The first milestone was executed on 
June 20-21, 2011, with project initiation meetings with GEPA and EPA, held in San Francisco, where the 
overall project work plan and schedule were presented and discussed. In addition, the parties clarified 
the regulatory framework and established a collaborative communication protocol. EPA presented the 
site history, regulatory framework and its role. GEPA explained permitting requirements for field 
investigation, review periods and procedures for submittals. 
 
During these initial discussions, EPA and GEPA expressed the desire to immediately reduce the quantity 
of leachate generated by diverting, to the greatest extent possible, stormwater from the dump. This 
diversion can be accomplished by installing an interim cap until the final closure cap is constructed. The 
interim cap would be installed on the top of the Dump where stormwater has the greatest potential to 
infiltrate and contact waste. This new task would require a design, procurement documents, a bid 
period, and construction. In order to install the interim cap as quickly as possible, we anticipate that it 
will be a synthetic membrane with a gas venting layer and vent pipes to collect and flare the collected 
gas. At this time, the consultant has developed a draft scope of work and proposal for the effort, which 
is now being shared with GEPA and EPA for comment. This task will be added to the consultant’s 
contract and the project schedule adjusted accordingly. 

Another new task came from a request by the Mayor of Ordot-Chalan Pago regarding the safety of Dero 
Road. The Mayor asked that safety along Dero Road be enhanced for the duration of the project by 
providing lane striping from the Route 4/Dero Road intersection to the LeoPalace Resort Road 
intersection with Dero Road. At this time, a contract to install the safety striping has been awarded to 
Nippo Corporation. This work is to be completed by the end of August 2011. 
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Field Investigations 
After receipt of the contract, Brown and Caldwell immediately initiated the development of work plans 
for the following project tasks: 

• Review of historical and cultural resources 
• Topographic surveys 
• Property boundary investigations 
• Geotechnical investigations 
• Delineation of waste limits 
• Gas migration investigations 
• Leachate generation potential 
• Jurisdictional wetland delineation 
• Hydrogeologic investigations 

It has been clear, based on the site history and review of property boundaries contiguous with the 
GovGuam Lot 3390-R2, that a number of properties will be impacted by the field investigations.  Tab 3 
depicts the consultants’ understanding of property boundaries and ownership, based on investigations 
through July 2011. Tab 4 provides the general locations of the planned field investigations at this time. 

As a result of the locations of these planned field investigations on properties not owned by GovGuam, 
Right of Entry Agreements have been sent to owners of lots where field investigations are to be 
performed. The Receiver has worked closely with the Office of the Attorney General of Guam to obtain 
the Rights of Entry. 

3.  Operations of the Solid Waste Management Division  

Ongoing Services and Efficiencies 
During the past quarter and through August 2011, collection crews maintained a high level of service 
and collected from all routes on the designated service day.  As the Court will recall, when the Receiver 
arrived on island, the SWMD only had one working trash collection vehicle.  The Receiver immediately 
purchased five new collection vehicles and repaired many of the old vehicles, which had been purchased 
in 1994.  We recently replaced three additional collection vehicles; the new vehicles each have full 
three-year warranties. These new collection vehicles will help resolve many of the collection fleet’s 
mechanical problems. Timely replacement of vehicles is vital to assuring timely service to customers and 
manageable maintenance cost.  

Weekly Trash Collection 
During the past quarter, weekly collection of trash from the SWMD’s 17,000 residential customers 
continued to be successfully conducted on schedule. The SWMD conducted 214,502 curbside trash 
collections from its customers during this time period. A very low number of missed collections was 
reported, only 663, or less than a third of one percent.   
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Figure 1 shows that missed collections reported in the second quarter of 2011 declined by 27 percent 
when compared to the missed collections reported in the second quarter of 2010.   

Figure 1   

Missed Collections for 2nd Quarter, 2010 and 2011 

 

Cart Repairs 
From the beginning of April through June, there were no repairs needed to the Toter carts used for trash 
and recycling collection.  The Toter carts provided to SWMD’s customers are holding up well to the work 
demands and weather.   

Transfer Stations 
The SWMD operates three transfer stations and the Ordot Dump, which each receive three types of 
materials from residents: household trash, cardboard, and glass bottles and jars.  When the containers 
for these materials are full, the SWMD transports these materials for recycling or disposal. Cardboard is 
hauled to a recycling processor on the island where it is baled and shipped overseas to be processed 
into new cardboard. Glass bottles and jars are transported to the Ordot Dump where they are crushed 
and used as alternative daily cover. Household trash also is taken to the Ordot Dump where it is 
disposed.  Between April 1, 2011 and June 30, 2011, these facilities served 9,580 customers, who 
brought a total of 28,740 cubic yards of material, averaging 3 cubic yards per customer, a disposal 
volume per customer that is consistent with previous reports.  Figure 2 shows the number of customers 
using each of these facilities during the second quarter, and Figure 3 shows the cubic yards of material 
these transfer stations and the Ordot Dump received.   
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Figure 2 

Customers at Transfer Stations and Ordot Dump, April 1, 2011 – June 30, 2011 

 

Figure 3  

Cubic Yards of Material Received at Transfer Stations 
April 1, 2011 – June 30, 2011 

 

 

Construction management consultants from Winzler & Kelly are currently reviewing the layout of the 
island’s transfer stations and will submit a report to the Receiver summarizing proposed conceptual 
layouts for four solid waste transfer stations:  the three existing transfer stations (Dededo, Malojloj and 
Agat) and a new one. The new transfer station is intended to replace the existing station at the Ordot 
Dump but located next to the SWMD’s offices on the DPW compound off Harmon Industrial Road.  The 
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existing transfer stations need to be brought into compliance with GEPA regulations and other 
regulatory standards. 

Personnel 
The number of SWMD employees has continued to remain constant during recent quarters. As of June 
30, 2011, there are 43 permanent Government of Guam employees, nine temporary and two contract 
employees. The total number of employees, now 54, has declined from 58 in the previous quarter. The 
current number (54) is a reduction of approximately 45 percent compared to the 99 employees of the 
SWMD when the Court appointed the Receiver in March 2008. The SWMD, however, is in the process of 
recruiting new managers to work with the current SWMD management team.   

4.  Curbside Recycling Pilot Program 

Overview 
The Receiver fully implemented the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program in January 2011.  Since it was 
implemented, we have carefully monitored the program and collected data to evaluate the potential 
cost and benefits of expanding the program to all residential customers.  In this section, we will update 
the Court on the progress to date.  

Preliminary Observations 
The pilot recycling program has been fully operational during the first half of 2011, from January 
through June.  We continue to compile data, and when we have analyzed a year’s worth of data, the 
Receiver will develop collection and processing scenarios with associated costs and benefits in 
preparation for a decision on whether or not to expand the program to all residential customers.  Since 
the Receiver’s April 2011 Report, the contamination rate has dropped from 14 percent to 10 percent.  
The percentage of contamination indicates whether customers are following the rules and understand 
which items go into the 96-gallon Toter recycling cart.  A contamination rate of 5 percent or less is 
considered excellent while a contamination rate of 10 percent is viewed as tolerable.  Table 1 shows the 
total weight of material collected during the first six months of the program, the weight of the material 
recycled, and the weight of contaminants and rate of contamination. 

Table 1  

  

Table 2 shows the weight and percentage of recyclable materials collected for each category and of 
contamination. 
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Table 2  

 

Recycling Rate 
Table 3 lists the pilot recycling communities in order of the pounds of recyclables their households set 
out, from those that recycle the most to those that recycle the least.  Communities receiving once-a-
month collection set out the most material each time.  In second place are the communities receiving 
twice-a-month collection and last are those receiving weekly collection. 

Table 3 
Communities by Set-Out Rate 

Neighborhood 
Set Out 

Rate 

Lbs. of 
Recyclables 
per Set Out 

Lbs. of 
Contamination  

per Set Out 

Percent of 
Contamination 

Collection 
Schedule 

Summer Place 75.48% 24.01 2.25 8.56% Monthly 

Santa Rosa, Santa 
Rita 

86.97% 20.23 3.16 13.50% Monthly 

Hyundai Housing 
Toto 

65.19% 19.71 1.63 7.65% Monthly 

Marianas Terrace 
Yigo 

55.76% 18.54 2.15 10.38% 
Twice a 
Month 

Baza Gardens, Yona 63.77% 15.66 2.47 13.62% Weekly 

Nimitz Hill Estates, 
Piti 

63.25% 15.47 1.28 7.63% 
Twice a 
Month 

Sinajana Village 54.27% 13.94 1.23 8.09% Weekly 

Ypaopao/Paradise 
Estates 

49.64% 10.70 1.72 13.84% Weekly 
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7 

Using the set-out data from Table 3 above, Table 4 projects how much all 17,000 of our curbside trash 
collection customers would recycle assuming the same average recycling and set-out rate for each 
schedule from the pilot program is achieved for all residential customers.   The projections show that 
the SWMD would collect more tons of material annually from customers with weekly collection (even 
though they place less material at the curb at each set out) since these customers receive collection 
service more frequently than those with either twice-a-week or once-a-month collection. 

Table 4 

 

As might be expected, residential customers who are participating in the Curbside Recycling Pilot 
Program are placing less trash at the curb for collection than customers who are not participating in the 
program. Generally, residential customer households each set out an average of 204 pounds of trash at 
the curb each month.  Since the Receiver’s April 2011 Report to the Court, the amount of recyclables 
pilot recycling program households set out has increased from 43.65 to 48.47 pounds per month.  When 
the weight of recyclables is subtracted from the trash, those in the pilot recycling program are setting 
out about 155 pounds of trash a month, which constitutes a 24 percent recycling rate, an increase from 
April’s reported 21 percent recycling rate.   

The set-out rate for the Pilot Recycling Curbside Program thus far is at 55 percent.  Set-out rates are 
calculated by dividing the number of carts set out for collection by the total number of customers 
scheduled for collection on a given day.  Recycling set-out rates indicate whether the recycling program 
is being used and the extent of demand for collection on specific routes, both of which determine 
operational requirements.  For example, with a 100 percent set-out rate, the collection vehicle would 
take roughly twice as long to collect that route than if there were a 50 percent set-out rate.  Set-out 
rates, however, are not an accurate indicator of participation because a household may fill the cart up 
with recyclables but not set it out for every collection provided.   
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5.  Metallic and Bulky Waste Collection Program 

Overview 
The SWMD purchased two collection vehicles for the Metallic and Bulky Waste Program, and crews 
were trained in the use of the trucks and equipment. The initiation of service was delayed, however, 
because the Receiver believed it more efficient to transition a few of the employees now working at the 
Ordot Dump to this program after the Ordot Dump closes on August 31, 2011, rather than hire new 
employees. 

Beginning in September 2011, SWMD customers will be able to request collection service by calling the 
SWMD’s customer service center to make an appointment for collection of bulky items, such as 
furniture, and metallic items, such as hot water heaters. The SWMD will provide two free collections a 
year to customers who make an appointment. For additional collection service, the SWMD will invoice 
the customer $25.00 per pickup. The materials collected in this program will be recycled to the extent 
practical. 

6.  Household Hazardous Waste Program 

The Consent Decree requires that a permanent Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Program be 
established. Because HHW is a specialized waste, the operation of this permanent facility should be 
carried out by an experienced, trained HHW contractor. Contracting for the HHW facility operation will 
provide the safest environment for this special waste.  The operator will be responsible for collecting, 
characterizing and disposing HHW, and assisting the SWMD in developing public outreach and education 
material. With the help of the operator, select household hazardous waste items may also be collected 
at the transfer stations. From there, either the HHW operator or SWMD personnel will transport the 
items to the permanent HHW facility, to be consolidated for disposal or reuse with other like items. 
Until the new program is fully operational, the Receiver will continue to cooperate with the GEPA in its 
“Island Wide Household Hazardous Waste Collection Solid Waste Management Program,” which 
conducts a periodic collection service for these materials. 

7.  Contract Management and Procurement (April 2011 – June 2011) 
 
Contract management and procurement activity since our last report has focused on completing the 
contract for the Commercial Transfer Station and working with the selected contractor for the transfer 
station and the operator for the Layon Landfill to ensure that they are ready to commence operations 
on September 1, 2011. Two contracts, one with Herzog Environmental, Inc. and the other with Guahan 
Waste Control, Inc. have been finalized and executed by the parties, and we have received all applicable 
approvals from officials of the Government of Guam.  Both contractors have worked cooperatively and 
are ready to commence operations.   
 
We have also continued to develop the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the Household Hazardous Waste 
Program. We have not issued an RFP for this program pending further development of the plans for the 
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new transfer station to be located adjacent to the SWMD building at the DPW compound.  We expect to 
finalize these plans and issue the RFP during the next reporting period.  

Table 5 provides a list of the Receiver’s primary contracts, the amounts spent to date on these contracts, 
and the status of the work. Direct employee contracts and payments, contracts in connection with 
ongoing litigation, payments to the Government of Guam, and one-time expenditures are not included 
in the table but are reported elsewhere in this Report.   

Table 5 

 

Tabs 5 (a) and 5 (b) provide the Court with a list of approved change orders for the Consent Decree 
contracts listed in Table 5.  Tab 6 includes all individual payments made under these contracts.  
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8.  Financial Issues and Capital Funding (April 2011 – June 2011) 

Overview 
Since the last Status Hearing, we have worked to implement the policies approved by the Court to 
increase rates for commercial haulers while also providing off-setting discounts under certain 
circumstances, and we have continued to focus on accountability for residential customers. We have 
also closely monitored the cash flow of the SWMD and funded its obligations for both debt service and 
operating cost. The Receiver continues to carefully monitor capital funding and update the savings 
estimates previously provided to the Court. In this section, we provide updates on the following: 

• Operating results for the SWMD for FY 2011, from October 1, 2010, to June 30, 2011  

• FY 2012 operating budget 

• Delinquent residential customers 

• Commercial and Government accounts 

• Capital funding 

• Update on rate recommendations to the Public Utilities Commission 

• Bridges and roadway repairs and replacements 

• Status of cleanup of DPW compound 

• Waste disposed at the Ordot Dump  

• Status of discussions with the Military as a potential customer of the new system 

Operating Results for the SWMD for FY 2011, from October 1, 2010, to June 30, 2011  
During the period ending June 30, 2011, the SWMD continued to operate significantly under its 
approved budget.  Total expenditures for FY 2011 through June 30 were about 46 percent under budget.   
Table 6 shows the operating expenditures for FY 2011 through June 30, 2011. 
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Table 6 

 

Table 7 summarizes the revenue billed by class of customer and the actual cash collections for each class 
of customer for FY 2011 through June 30, 2011.  

Table 7 
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Cash collections from residential customers continue to exceed the amount billed. This is due both to 
continued efforts to improve residential collections and the fact that revenue from the transfer stations 
and service restoration charges are included in the residential collections category.  If transfer station 
revenue is excluded, cash collections from residential customers are about 95 percent of billed charges. 
This is a dramatic improvement over the historical track record for residential customers. 

Collections from Government customers continue to be only a fraction of the amount billed. This is 
driven primarily by our agreement with the GWA, which allows GWA to accumulate charges for disposal 
of biosolids. These accumulated charges will be applied as a prepayment by GWA for treatment of 
leachate after the Layon Landfill begins operation. However, even when GWA is excluded, government 
customers only paid about 30 percent of the amount billed. While revenue from Government customers 
other than GWA represents a relatively small percentage of the system’s total revenue, these 
Government customers must be held accountable for their bills just as we hold residential customers 
accountable. Accordingly, we will begin an effort to collect these fees in the near future. 

Cash collections from commercial customers have improved during the quarter ended June 30, 2011, 
but still significantly lag behind the amount billed. Our effort to implement the new rate structure for 
commercial customers to achieve a better payment result has been a major emphasis of our work 
during this reporting period. The most recent results from this effort will be discussed in more detail 
later in this Report 

During FY 2011, the SWMD began reimbursing the Government of Guam for debt service on the 2009 
Section 30 bonds. Through June 30, 2011, total debt service reimbursement paid to the General Fund 
was $2,623,306.56. Even with this significant increase in cost, the SWMD’s financial condition continued 
to improve.  Table 8 outlines our estimate of the SWMD’s financial condition as of June 30, 2011.   

Table 8 

 

Improvement in the financial condition of the SWMD is a result of the dramatic improvements in the 
efficiency of the system, the interim rates approved by the Court and the new customer billing system.  
Figure 4 shows the improved SWMD fund balance since September 30, 2009. 
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Figure 4  

 

While the financial condition of the SWMD has continued to improve, the cash position of the SWMD 
remains diminished as a result of Government of Guam’s withdrawal of cash from the SWMD’s bank 
accounts in excess of the expenses the Government paid on behalf of the SWMD during FY 2010 and the 
early months of FY 2011. As the Court will recall, an agreement was reached on the amount of cash to 
be repaid by the Government of Guam, and there is an approved plan in place to ensure that the 
repayment actually occurs. Table 9 shows the progress through June in the repayment process. 

Table 9 

 

As we begin operations of the Layon Landfill and Commercial Transfer Station, the cash position of the 
SWMD becomes an even more critical aspect of the organization’s capacity to effectively operate in 
compliance with its contractual obligations and Guam and federal environmental law and regulations.   
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When the Court approved the agreement providing for the repayment by the Government of Guam, a 
part of that agreement was that the Receiver would continue to review the cash flow of the SWMD to 
ensure that it could still meet all of its obligations over the term of the repayment period. Table 10 
shows the cash balance in each account on June 30, 2011, and compares the total cash with the cash 
balance we projected at the time of the agreement with the Government of Guam for the repayment of 
the cash it improperly withdrew from these accounts.   

Table 10 

 

Cash is a vital aspect of the financial condition of the SWMD. While the fund balance is the best overall 
bottom line measure of the organization’s financial position, it includes assets, such as the receivables 
for unpaid tipping fees. While these are important assets, they are not available to pay the bills of the 
system. There is simply no substitute for having cash available to pay the system’s bills.   

Table 10 shows that the cash position of the SWMD at the end of June is somewhat lower than we 
estimated when the repayment plan was approved for the Government of Guam to return cash to the 
SWMD it had improperly diverted to other purposes.  We will continue to carefully monitor cash to 
ensure that sufficient cash is maintained at all times to meet all obligations of the SWMD in a timely 
manner. All operating payments not made through the Government of Guam are made through the 
Citibank Primary Account. Tab 7 provides a detailed listing of all transactions affecting the Citibank 
Primary Account for the period. Tab 7(a) provides several transactions from the Citibank Primary 
Account that were inadvertently omitted from our last Status Report for the period ending March 31, 
2011. 
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FY 2012 Operating Budget 
FY 2012 will be the first year that the system is fully operational with all of its new components.  As a 
result, the operating budget will be significantly increased.  Figure 5 provides an overview of the FY 2012 
budget, which is provided in more detail in Tab 8. 

Figure 5 

 

It should be noted that the format of the budget is somewhat different than the format of the rate 
model in order to utilize the more traditional categories of GovGuam’s budget process. It should also be 
noted that there are several areas that are still being confirmed and may require revision during the 
fiscal year. For example, we do not yet have precise estimates for the cost of the pilot vehicles that will 
be required as a result of some of the Route 4 safety concerns outlined in this Report. In addition, the 
cost of ongoing groundwater monitoring is not yet complete and there remain outstanding issues 
concerning insurance for the new facilities. There will likely be other issues that arise in FY 2012 year as 
we gain more experience with the new elements of the system. We ask that the Court approve this 
budget giving the authority for the Receiver to modify it as necessary to address needs that arise during 
the year.  

Delinquent Residential Customers 
The focus on delinquent residential customers has continued during the period, and the number of 
delinquent residential customers has declined significantly. Table 11 shows the number of delinquent 
residential accounts for September 2010, March 2011 and June 2011.   
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Table 11 

 

Given the substantial progress made in this area, it appears that the active customer base is stabilizing at 
around 17,000, and the policies we have pursued with the Court’s approval are working to produce a 
manageable delinquency rate.   

Commercial and Government Accounts 
In our last Report, we discussed at length the importance of commercial customers and several issues 
that needed to be addressed to ensure timely and cost-effective payment by these very large 
customers.  This is an issue of both fairness and economic necessity. The fairness aspect of the issue 
results from the accountability initiative we have undertaken with residential customers. To do anything 
less with large commercial customers is fundamentally unfair. In addition, since over 60 percent of the 
solid waste management system’s revenue comes from these large commercial customers, it is vital to 
the system and its compliance with the Consent Decree that these customers be held to accountability 
standards that are at least as stringent as those required of residential customers. 

In its Order of April 19, 2011, the Court approved an incentive approach to both improve timely 
payment by commercial customers and reduce the cost of the payment system. This approach provided 
an economic incentive for commercial customers not to rely on Public Law 25-93, which shifted the 
burden of collecting past due fees from their customers to the SWMD, and to pay electronically using 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) transactions. The economic incentive was implemented on July 1, 
2011, by increasing commercial tipping fees by 10 percent, and offering a discount to offset the increase 
for those commercial customers qualifying for the discount by paying electronically. For the purpose of 
reviewing this matter, we will use data through July 31, 2011. 

As a part of our effort to implement this change, we carefully reviewed the accounts of all commercial 
customers. When we informed the commercial customers of the new rates and the discount 
opportunity, we also told them about the results of our review of their accounts and the amount each 
would need to pay prior to July 31, 2011, to qualify for the discount.  We also invited them to submit 
documentation of any payments they had made for which they were not properly credited, any 
reductions in their bill due to their use of Public Law 25-93 that were not accurately reflected in their 
account and any other billing errors they believed should be corrected.  This process resulted in several 
adjustments to the balance owed, and we continue to be willing to review any information these 
companies wish to present if they believe their account balance is in error.   
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The largest commercial hauler is Mr. Rubbishman, with more than 50 percent of the commercial market. 
Mr. Rubbishman is the only large commercial hauler that is not delinquent in its current obligations for 
tipping fees and was the only commercial hauler qualifying for the discount in July. Table 12 shows the 
delinquent commercial account balances for the other major commercial haulers. 

Table 12 

 

As noted above, Mr. Rubbishman is the only major commercial hauler that is current in its payments.  
Prior to implementation of the new policy, this account also had a balance greater than 60 days past 
due, but after working with the company to address the issue, the company made July payments 
sufficient to bring the account current. Figure 6 shows Mr. Rubbishman’s payment history compared to 
the new amount billed each month of FY 2011. 

Figure 6 

 

While there was a balance going into FY 2011 and payments during part of the year failed to keep up 
with new billing, the July payment corrected both of these issues and the account is now current. We 
anticipate that it will remain current going forward. 
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Trashco’s account has an erratic payment history as is shown in Figure 7. Trashco also had a balance 
going into FY 2011, significantly contributing to its current unpaid balance of $337,566.79. 

Figure 7 

 

As shown in Figure 7, Trashco made little or no payment in three months during FY 2011.   

Trashco disputes its account balance, essentially claiming that the liability rests with its customers. The 
company’s claim is based on Public Law 25-93; however, we have been unable to find any 
documentation of the company’s compliance with the requirements of Public Law 25-93 as we 
understand the requirements based on the Court’s explanation of these requirements in its Order of 
April 19, 2011. Since there is no such documentation of Trashco’s compliance with the requirements of 
Public Law 25-93 in the records of the SWMD, we have invited Trashco to provide us with copies of the 
documentation. Trashco has indicated on several occasions that it has these records; however, despite 
repeated requests, no such documents have been provided to date. Trashco has now retained legal 
counsel to represent the company in this matter. The Receiver maintains that unless Trashco provides 
documentation that the company complied with the provisions of Public Law 25-93, Trashco owes the 
full balance of the account.  We have referred the matter to the Office of the Attorney General. 

Lagu Sanitation Company’s payments have not kept up with its new billings in any month during FY 
2011, thus significantly adding to its current delinquent account balance of $1,379,500.99.  Figure 8 
shows Lagu’s billing and payment history for FY 2011. 
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Figure 8 

 

Pacific Waste Systems has an unpaid balance of $578,568.36 as of July 31, 2011.  Its failure to make any 
payment during two months of FY 2011 has added significantly to its unpaid balance, as is illustrated in 
Figure 9. 

Figure 9 

 

Island Waste Management’s account is also delinquent in the amount of $27,181.68. While the 
company’s payments during the current fiscal year have exceeded new billings, payments have been 
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insufficient to bring the account’s balance into compliance with the 60-day payment standard. Figure 10 
illustrates the account history during FY 2011. 

Figure 10 

 
To ensure both fairness and accountability, we ask that the Court approve on an interim basis, pending a 
full rate and policy review and approval by the Public Utilities Commission, the following policy with 
respect to delinquent commercial haulers: 

Delinquent bills, discontinuance of service, service charges - Any unpaid balance after sixty (60) 
days shall be considered delinquent and shall result in a letter notifying the commercial hauler 
that service will be discontinued unless the account is paid in full within thirty (30) days of the 
date on the letter. If the account is not paid in full within thirty (30) days of the date of the 
letter, the account will enter a 30-day termination period. At the beginning of the 30-day 
termination period, a public announcement will be made of the pending termination to allow 
the customers of the terminating hauler to make other arrangements for the proper disposal of 
their trash. Termination will be accomplished by barring the delinquent commercial hauler from 
using the disposal facilities. 

Restoration of service following collection of the account - Whenever any delinquent 
commercial hauler whose service has been terminated pays the account balance in full and 
posts a payment bond equivalent to the total billing to the account for the 12 months prior to 
the account’s termination and a service fee of $1,000 to defer the cost of restoring their service, 
service shall be restored. 
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Liability of the commercial hauler for payment of all unpaid bills remains the responsibility of 
the commercial hauler even if service is not restored.  Delinquent commercial haulers shall also 
be responsible for any reasonable collection costs incurred.  

Capital Funding  
Final cost for the Layon Landfill and its associated projects will become available soon. While the landfill 
and the access road and utilities are substantially complete, work continues on a few punch-list items.  
Table 13 summarizes the costs and savings as we estimate them at this point. 

Table 13 

 
 

There are, however, some remaining unknowns before a final cost can be established.  These include: 

• Final construction cost for the Layon Landfill 

• The cost of implementing the Household Hazardous Waste Program required by the Consent 
Decree 

• The cost of mitigating safety issues on Route 4 (to be discussed in more depth later in this 
Report) 

• Litigation pending on the value of the Layon Landfill’s site 

• The cost of upgrades to the transfer stations and the new transfer station to be located at the 
SWMD building in the DPW compound 

• The results of the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program 

We will continue to monitor these issues closely and keep the Court informed. 

We continue to recommend that all savings be held as a further contingency for the closure of the Ordot 
Dump. Assuming that the Government does not wish to reallocate any final capital savings to other 
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projects as permitted by the bond indenture, we will apply the savings to the future cost of construction 
for new cell development, cell closure and equipment replacement.   

Payments from the Citibank Construction Subaccount were $14,381,787.29 during the period April 1, 
2011, through June 30, 2011. Deposits to the Construction Subaccount were $11,854,582.25, including 
interest earnings and transfers from the Section 30, Series 2009A Construction Account at the Bank of 
Guam. The balance in the Citibank Construction Subaccount on June 30, 2011, was $12,946,181.80. The 
Department of Administration has continued to provide timely reimbursements to the Construction 
Subaccount in accordance with the provisions of the Supplemental Bond Indenture.  As noted earlier in 
this Report, Tab 9 provides a detailed listing of all transactions affecting the account during the reporting 
period. 

Table 14 provides the Court with an accounting of the retainage being held for contractors paid from the 
Construction Subaccount. 

Table 14 

 

When the retainage obligations are considered, on June 30, 2011, the Construction Subaccount had a 
balance of $10,207,278.66 available for future Consent Decree obligations. 

Update on Rate Recommendations to the Public Utilities Commission 
As we continue preparation for the opening of the Layon Landfill, we have not further updated the rate 
recommendations to the Public Utility Commission (PUC). As all construction is completed and 
operations commence, we will be able to determine the final cost of the construction and update these 
recommendations for final consideration by the PUC.  We will keep the Court fully informed as the 
process continues.  

Bridges and Roadway Repairs and Replacements 
With the first phase of the bridge rehabilitation and replacement work completed, a major barrier to 
opening the Layon Landfill was removed. The Receiver is very appreciative to DPW, and its consultants 
and contractors, for completing the work on a schedule so as not to delay the scheduled September 1, 
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2011, landfill opening. Progress continues on the remaining projects that are presently under 
construction, and they appear to be on schedule. 

As authorized in the Court’s Order of August 2, 2011, we will continue to work with DPW as it evaluates 
the issues concerning the As-Alonso area of Route 4.  We believe it is very important to ensure the 
stability of this portion of Route 4, since it is vital to the operation of the Layon Landfill. 

While preparing for the opening of the Layon Landfill, working with our contractor Guahan Waste 
Control, we have undertaken two “dry runs” with unloaded trucks of the size that will transport waste to 
the landfill beginning on September 1, 2011. The purpose of these dry runs was to identify safety or 
other issues that need to be addressed prior opening of the landfill. As a result, we identified a number 
of other areas that are of concern. These include curves that are too narrow for the trucks to navigate 
without encroaching into the other lane, rock outcrops and vegetation overhanging the roadway. These 
problems were not identified by DPW in its earlier assessment of the roadway.   

To further ensure these issues have been properly identified and addressed, we asked Winzler & Kelly to 
provide a professional engineer with expertise in such highway safety issues, to perform a preliminary 
assessment of the issues identified by our initial dry run. Tab 10 is the report from this assessment.  It 
identifies areas where vegetation needs to be cut and rocky outcrops need to be addressed, and it also 
identifies a number of curves that present navigation concerns. The report includes several short-term 
actions to address these issues. The report has been shared with the director of DPW, and DPW has 
already undertaken the work to cut the vegetation.   

Until a permanent solution to these issues can be implemented, we will use “pilot vehicles” to escort the 
trucks, ensuring that other vehicles are sufficiently warned of an oncoming trash truck. We will also 
work with DPW to ensure that proper signage is installed pending a more permanent solution to these 
issues. 

Status of Cleanup of DPW Compound 
In its Order of April 14, 2011, the Court authorized the Receiver to complete the cleanup of tires on the 
DPW compound. DPW had previously estimated the cost of the remaining tire cleanup at approximately 
$400,000. The Receiver and solid waste employees completed the work in May at a total cost of 
$41,641. The final cost was higher than the Receiver’s original estimate because DPW did not provide 
any equipment to assist in the tire removal, requiring that the needed equipment be rented. Also, the 
number of tires removed totaled 3,403, more than twice the 1,500 tires originally estimated to remain 
on the compound. Even with the additional cost, removal of the tires was accomplished at a 90 percent 
savings when compared to the DPW estimate. 

Waste Disposed at Ordot Dump  
We continue to track and carefully monitor all waste disposed at the Ordot Dump. As we have noted 
many times, this is essential information upon which every aspect of management of the Ordot Dump, 
and soon the new Layon Landfill, is based.  Table 15 shows the change in tons of waste disposed at the 
Ordot Dump for the period June 2010 through May 2011, as compared to the period June 2009 through 
May 2010.  This represents two comparable years of data.  
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Table 15 

 

We will continue to monitor this vital information and keep the Court informed. 

Status of Discussions with the Military as a Potential Customer of the New System  
The Military continues to move toward a contract for disposal of its waste at the Layon Landfill, with 
services to begin in October 2011. Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) has provided a draft 
agreement that is under review by the Receiver and the Government of Guam. We will keep the Court 
and the Government informed as the details of a contract are further discussed. 

9. Guam Solid Waste Authority Act 
 
Earlier this year, the Guam Legislature passed the Guam Solid Waste Authority Act. The Act was signed 
by Governor Calvo on April 18, 2011, and became effective 90 days after the date of enactment.  It is our 
understanding that the Act’s effective date was July 17, 2011.   

The stated purpose of the law is to “prepare GovGuam for the eventual resumption of all functions, 
responsibilities and authority for solid waste management and operations, subsequent to the U.S. 
District Court determination that the Consent Decree has been satisfied, and that GovGuam would have 
the capability to manage, operate and sustain a compliant solid waste service and landfill.” 
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Because the Act may change some of the Receiver’s responsibilities, we have reviewed the Act and 
posed certain questions to the Office of the Attorney General.  As the answers to these questions are 
available, we will work to ensure that the new law is followed and that we offer maximum cooperation 
and assistance to the Authority’s members, to the extent consistent with our duties and responsibilities 
to the Court. 

Tabs 11 (a) and 11 (b) provide the Court with our letter to the Office of the Attorney General and a 
summary of our review of the new law.  We will keep the Court informed as we gain a better 
understanding of the Act and its provisions.   

10.  Next Steps 

Layon Landfill  

• Begin operations at the Layon Landfill 

• Continue to monitor the progress on the required bridge and roadway improvements and safety 
issues 

• Work closely with GEPA as landfill operations and permit monitoring commence 

• Implement the Detection Monitoring Plan as part of environmental monitoring and compliance 

• Continue Inarajan Wastewater Treatment Plant monitoring and leachate analysis 

• Provide technical support to operator regarding landfill systems 

Ordot Dump Closure 

• Complete Scope of Work and proposal for interim cap and begin design, procurement and 

installation 

• Continue permitting efforts for the issuance of all permits needed for field investigations 

• Pursue Right of Entry agreements with adjacent properties so that all field investigations can be 

performed 

• Submit comprehensive Sampling and Analysis Plan and Quality Assurance Project Plan for review 

by GEPA and EPA 

• Perform all field investigations and gather data to support design 

Operations 
• Continue to track recycling data from the participants of the Curbside Recycling Pilot Program  

• Continue to evaluate the work that needs to be done on the transfer stations to make them 

compliant with all regulations and designs and build a new transfer station at the SWMD compound   
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• Develop a design and construct a building for the Household Hazardous Waste facility and procure 

the services of a private contractor to operate and manage the HHW operations 

Financial 
• Effectively transition the termination of operations at the Ordot Dump and the opening of the Layon 

Landfill 

• Implement the contract for the services of a Commercial Transfer Station and an operator of the 
Layon Landfill, and monitor operations at both facilities 

• Support the work for design and engineering services in connection with closure of the Ordot Dump 

• Carefully manage the Citibank Trustee Accounts and the bank accounts of the SWMD and keep all 
parties informed 

• Continuously monitor the system’s cash flow to ensure that sufficient cash is on hand at all times 

• Continue to carefully monitor expenditures and revenue collections 

• Carefully monitor the volume of waste and update rate information accordingly 

• Manage the contracts required to complete the Consent Decree projects 

• Update the rate filing with the PUC and support the PUC’s effort to approve final rates for the 
system 

•  

• Enforce the policies to assure that delinquent residential and commercial accounts are paid in full or 
service is terminated 

• Review all Government accounts and require timely payment 

• Finalize an agreement with the Military 

• Assist the members of the Guam Solid Waste Authority Board as appropriate 
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